Lab Chemist: Junior level, Full time

**General Separation Technologies, Inc. (GS-Tek)**, locating in Newark, Delaware, is a technology and manufacturing company of chromatographic columns and lab instruments to serve analytical chemists and other customers in all over the world. GS-Tek grows rapidly by quality and performance and price advantage recognitions from world-wide customers. GS-Tek is increasing its product applications and market shares in environment and natural product markets. GS-Tek provides flexible work schedule, diversify cultures, and multiple working functions. For more details, visit [www.gs-tek.com](http://www.gs-tek.com)

**Job Duties:**
- Column process preparations: solution, coating, phase curing and QC
- Supervision of QC tester with standard of Procedure (SOP) and Gas Chromatograph instrument
- In-house tech support for order fulfilment
- Customer tech supports: trouble shooting, method development, product applications
- Manufacturing process documentation
- Production summary and report on weekly base

**Qualifications:**
- Bachelor degree or Master degree in Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, Biology or relating majors
- Knowledge/experience of GC, GC-MSD, HPLC instrument
- Working experience of sample and solution preparation
- Ability to read, analyze, and interpret general technical procedures, instructions
- Proficiency in Microsoft office, excel spread sheet and word
- General lab practices and safety practices including liquid handling
- Good technical writing
- Good learn ability
- Good communication skill and team player
- Good organizing personality
- Good planning skill

**Job Location:**

Newark, Delaware, USA

**Application Contact:**

Email cover letter, resume and transcript to info@gs-tek.com, no phone call.